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Lithuanian/Virtual project meeting discussion on final project 
 

Aims: 

● discussion about on the objectives accomplished during the final project preparation and 

presentation in the virtual meeting 

Activity: 

Preparing the discussion: 

The activities to prepare and implement during the short-exchange of pupils of 

Bremerhaven and Spain helped to establish the questions of research for the final project, 

Industry 4.0 for a Sustainable World (Chemical industry, Water treatment and hydropower 

Renewable energy sources - wind, Renewable energy sources- solar). 

After more than a year of working in our project, we should discuss: 

a. To what extent and how did our final project give answer to the questions that guided the 

research for our project? (You will find them in the annex of this worksheet) 

b. How does the COVID pandemia affect the answer of these questions and/or the 

emergence of new ones? 
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Chemical industry  
1. Find five biggest chemical company in your country, add info about them - name, 

localization (city,...), products  
2. Find information about chemical industry in your country 

a) Share of chemical industry in GDP (%) 
b) Employment in chemical industry (%) 
c) The biggest chemical factory in your country and its turnover 

 
 

Water treatment and hydropower 
 
1. How many hydropower stations are in your country and your region? 
2. How many percent, of all electric energy used in your country, are made in hydropower 
stations? 
3. How many water treatment companies there are in your city, region and country ? 
4. What are water polluters in your country?(for example: industry, farming) 
5. Collect data from the main water provider in your city and write down the percentage of 
phosphates, nitrates and oxygen in the water. 
 

Renewable energy source: wind and solar 

 
 

1. What share of energy sources (the one we consume in the EU) is available for the EU 
as a whole and for your country? 

2. What are the sources of the electricity (and their percentages) we consume in the EU? 
3. And in your country? 
4. Regarding the evolution and the Europe 2020 target of the share of renewable energy 

in energy consumption: What is the situation in your country? 
5. Having in mind the energy sources used in your country, the air quality in Europe and 

other factors like respiratory diseases, how the use of renewable energies can improve 
the environment and our health? 

6. What is the solar energy resource? What kinds of solar energy exist? How does every 
kind work? 

7. Which is the history of solar renewable energy in your country? 
8. Where are the main solar farms located in your country? (map) 

 

https://cs.wiktionary.org/wiki/en:turnover
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9. Where are the main solar farms located in your area? (map) 
10.How important is for Industry the consumption of electricity produced by solar panels 

instead of consuming electricity produced by other renewable or non-renewable energy 
sources? 

11.How does solar energy help the sustainability of the world? 
12.Do solar panels and farms have either a negative visual impact or an ecologic impact? 
13. Is the massive construction of the solar panels sustainable in relation with the chemical 

raw materials used? 
14.Self sufficient homes and cities: What kind of impact could have solar panels? 
15.Which is the functional relationship between the solar hours and the solar energy 

production and consumption? 
 

 


